Film activate:
Caring about our world

WALL-E

1. To cope with the boredom of doing the same thing every day, Wall-E gets curious about all kinds of interesting objects that humans have left behind. When he takes Eve to his trailer, he shows her all the treasures that he has collected over the years, but also, his most important finding of all. Could you identify Wall-E’s most precious item? Imagine you have made a new friend. What is an important object you own that you would show your friend when he or she visits you? Draw yours in the empty space and color all objects.

2. All Wall-E ever says to Eve is “EVE,” and all Eve ever says to Wall-E is “WALL-E.” But despite this simple communication, their interactions are very expressive. What are some things Eve and Wall-E shared or did together?

3. Which insect is Wall-E’s best friend? Cut and paste the correct choice on the following page.
Place Wall-E’s best friend on the ramp with him. Color the final scene.